Abstract. We introduce the nonstandard concept of a monadic set and characterize diagonal and covering uniformities in terms of such sets. This formulation relates the two fundamental aspects of uniformities directly and obviates the need for bases. We illustrate the utility of our approach by showing that it leads to significant simplifications of the standard proofs characterizing pseudo-metrizable uniform and uniformizable topological spaces.
1. Monadic sets. We presuppose familiarity with the basic ideas of nonstandard analysis. For notations and definitions we refer to [5] and for the general theory of monads to [2 and 3] . We also assume as given a sufficiently saturated nonstandard extension of the standard universe of uniform spaces. Definition 1.1. A subset M of a set *X is monadic in a family 99 of internal
subsets of *X if M = D {B E 93 | M C B).
Monadic sets generalize the monads of [2] , where it is required that the internal sets B are of the form *S for standard sets S. Thus the monadic sets in 1.4, for example, are not usually monads in the sense of [2] . Example 1.2. If © is the set of entourages of a uniform space X and M = H {*B | B E (£}, then M is monadic in the family 33 consisting of all sets *B such that B C X and M C *B. Example 1.3. If £>x is the neighbourhood system of a point x of a topological space X and M -ri{*G|GGDx}, then M is monadic in the family 33 consisting of all sets *G such that G E £)x and M C *G. Example 1.4. If P = *S is a partition of *X, P[x] E P the equivalence class of x, and CoVp( X) the set of covers of X with the property that for each C E Cov^( X), P refines *C, then P[x] is monadic in the family 33 consisting of all St(x, *C), with ceCovP(i). We now show that monadic equivalence relations characterize diagonal uniformities, and monadic partitions characterize covering uniformities. We now turn to covering uniformities. We recall that a covering uniformity Unif( X) on a set A" is a nonempty family of covers satisfying two conditions: (Ul) If C E Unif(A") and C refines C (written as C < C), then C E Unif( A). (U2) If C, C E Unif( A), then there exists a C" E Unif( A) which star-refines both C and C" (written as C" <" C and C" <" C). Covering uniformities are characterized by the following two theorems: Theorem 1.8. For any monadic partition -n of *X Covw( X) is a covering uniformity.
Proof. Condition (U1) holds trivially and it remains to prove (U2). Let S = {C, | 1 </'<«} be a finite subset of Cov^( X) and form the set S = { C\jat \ a, E C, and 1 < i < n). Then 5 < C, and 77 < *(S). Hence 5 E CovOT( X). By Saturation there therefore exists a D E *Cov"(Ar) such that D < *C for all C E Cov"(a:). We claim that D < 77. Let a E Z> and x £ a. For each C E Cov"( X), choose a(C) E *C such that a C a(C). Then
But since 77 is a partition, we have w < ^*C for all C E Cov^AT), and therefore D< 77 < ^*C, so that £>< #*C for all *C E *Covw(a:). Let C, C" E Covw(AT). It Sufficiency. If 77^ is monadic, then we put Rc = U {a X a \ a E C} for each standard uniform cover C of A. It follows that «C *(BC) for every C. Now (x, /) E *(Rc) if and only if x, y Ea for some a E *C if and only if x E St( j>, *C).
Suppose that x&y. Then for some C, x £ St(>\ *C) since 77 ^ is monadic. Hence Pseudo-metrizable uniform spaces. In the light of § 1, we can think of a uniform space as a pair (A", «) with «* a monadic equivalence relation on *( A X A). We say that a cover U of A is uniform with respect to « if wTO< *U, and call a pseudometric p compatible with «» if every cover of X by p-balls of a fixed radius is uniform with respect to ~ . Our applications of the nonstandard theory are based on the following nonstandard version of a well-known result: Lemma 2.1. For every uniform cover U of a uniform space ( A", « ) there exists a compatible pseudo-metric p so that the cover of X by p-unit balls refines U.
Proof. Let (U,-1 /' E N) be a sequence of uniform covers of X for which 11, = U and U,+, < "U,. Then *(U, | / E N) = (33, | i E *N), where 33, = *U, for each i E N. We can show that t(x, x) = 0 and that t(x, y) = t(y, x). Moreover, for any four points x, y, w, z E *X it follows from the defining properties of star refinements that r(x, y) < 4 • max(i(x, z), t(z, w), t(w, y)).
Among all hyperfinite paths (x,) from x to y in *X there are some for which 2,r(x,_,, x,) is a minimum, and among these there are some of minimum length. Call such paths minimal and define d(x, y) = 2,f(x,_,, x,) along a minimal path from x to y. By induction on path length we conclude that for any minimal path (x,■ | 0 «S i; < m £ *N) there exists a unique/ between 0 and m such that t(x0, xJ_]), t(xj, xm) < r(Xy_,, Xj) = max,?(x,_,, x,). As an immediate consequence we have that for any x, y E *A, i(x, j) « 2~" implies that d(x, y) < 2~". For x, y E A" we can thus put p(x, j) = the standard part of (4-d(x, y) ). The function p is a pseudo-metric and the cover 11 is refined by unit balls since p(x, y) < 1 implies that d(x, y) *£ 2"2, and therefore i(x, j) < 2"2, i.e., ^ E St(x, U2) C a for some a E 11. To show the compatibility of p with « we let r > 0 and choose k so that 4 • (2"*) < r. Then U¿ refines the cover consisting of balls of radius r. Let y £ VLk and fix x E A. Then y OE a implies p(x, _y) < 22~k < /-. Hence y-belongs to the p-ball of radius r centred at x. D
As an easy corollary of Lemma 2.1, we obtain Proof of Theorem 2.2. The necessity of the condition is immediate. Sufficiency. Let (U" | n £ N) be a sequence of covers which forms a base for « . We may clearly assume that U"+, <", U" for each n E N. Let p be defined as in Lemma 2.1, and let ^p be the uniformity induced by p, i.e., x ^py if and only if *p(x, y) is infinitesimal. Then » C«p. It therefore remains to show that ~p C«* .
Since p(x, _y) < 22~" implies that y £ St(x, U"), we know that if y «pX, then y E St(x, *U") for all n £ N and, hence, y « x. D 3. Uniformizable topological spaces. We recall that in nonstandard terms a topology on a set A is given by a map t: A -> 2(,;° with the property that for all x £ A", x E t(x) and t(x) = D {*B | B C A" and t(x) C *B}. For a given uniformity « on A, we put t"(x) = {y G *X\y ^ x}. In this formulation a topological space (A", t) is uniformizable if t(x) = t^(x) for some uniformity » on X and all x £ A.
The following well-known theorem is a further corollary of Lemma 2.1 :
Theorem 3.1 (Weil) . A topological space is uniformizable if and only if it is completely regular.
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that t = t^ for some « and let C be a closed subset of X with x £ C. It follows from these assumptions that there exists a uniform cover 11 with the property that St(x, ll)nC= 0. Define p as in Lemma 2.1 and let /: X -» [0,1] be the function given by/(^) = p(y, C). Then /is clearly continuous and an inspection of the defining conditions of the function t underlying p shows that /(C) = 0and/(x)= 1.
Sufficiency. Let 5 be the set of continuous real-valued functions on A", i.e.,/ £ S if y E t(x) implies f(y) E t(/ (x)) for all x E X. For each f & S and positive real number e, define D(f, e) = {(x, y) E X X X\ |/(x) -f(y) |< e}, and put «*» = H {*£>(/, e)|/E S and e is a positive real}. Then it is easy to see that « is a uniformity and it remains to show that t = t^ . By the continuity of the functions / we have that t(x) C t^ (x) for all x E X. To prove that t^ (x) C t(x), we argue by contraposition. Suppose y G t(x). Then there exists an open set U such that x G U and y G *( X -U). By complete regularity we can therefore find a function / G 5 such that/(A" -U) = 1 and /(x) = 0. It follows that ^t, (x). D
